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● Why Life Time Value is crucial
● Recurring revenues and forecasting
● Simple maths at the heart of yield growth: extending 

DD terms
● Customer insights and cohorts - renewal theory
● 2019 price increase rollout and behavioural science

retention and yield





• More than 40,000 subscribers received their first copy of 
The Week over 10 years ago

• 1.7k readers subscribed in 1995 and have paid us nearly 

£2million in revenue to date. Around 400 of them are still active.

• Average subscriber has been on file for 6.7 years 

• Average subscriber yield is £572

• Forecast LTV (profit) is £254 over 5 years including advertising

key stats



Subs at start of 
period 1000

Subs at start of 
period 1000

Subs at start of 
period 1000

Renewal rate 90.0% Renewal rate 90.0% Renewal rate 90.0%

Revenue per term £27.50 Revenue per term £55.00 Revenue per term £110.00

Q1 900 £24,750 H1 900 £49,500 Annual 900 £99,000

Q2 810 £22,275 H2 810 £44,550 Year 1 revenue £99,000

Q3 729 £20,048 Year 1 revenue £94,050

Q4 656 £18,043

Year 1 revenue £85,115

3 year revenue £177,599 3 year revenue £231,937 3 year revenue £268,290

LTV



management



RPC



Four tests to all quarterly payment terms (around 70% of file)

Control - Straight price rise quarterly -2.0%
Hard upgrade to biannual - 5% discount -2.5%
Hard upgrade to biannual - 4 free issues -4.7%
Hard upgrade - no discount -5.4%

After initial testing we rolled out with upgrade and 5% discount

Messaging on carrier sheets vs letters improved by a further 3%

testing
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 - lower term subscribers

- subscription model



There are many triggers for consumers choosing to end a subscription.  An active decision 

to cancel is driven by product dissatisfaction, service, communications and price (versus value). 

Four key factors influence behaviour:

1. Tenure of subscriber - how long has the subscriber been active and what do we know 

about this cohort’s prior behaviour?

2. Payment method - how do they pay for their subscription - Direct Debit or Cash? 

Active cancellation vs passive cancellation

3. Price paid - what price do they currently pay and for how long? How do they value 

the product?

4. Term of subscription - what is the length of their subscription and commitment?

renewal



Annualised renewal rates 
range approx 50%-70%
Payment - primarily 
quarterly direct debit, cash is 
sensitive

Annualised renewal rates 
range approx 80%-85%
Payment - transition from 
quarterly to bi-annual direct 
debit. Cash is semi-sensitive

Annualised renewal rates 
90% plus
Payment - primarily 
bi-annual/annual direct debit, 
cash is firm

Less than two years of subscription Two to four years of subscription Four years plus

The Week Cohorts



● Increase price significantly - up to £25 annually

○ Test impact on new subscribers

○ Allow for ‘special’ offers

○ Create discounting levels for existing subscriber increases

● Experiment with anchoring and term

● Implement price rise extensions and upgrades driven by cohort, existing 
term and price paid

● Implement behavioural science theories on price rise communications

- 2019 rollout plans



All quarterly subscribers who haven’t 
had a price rise before. Previously this 
group renewed at -2%

TEST: Term length upgrade and 
discount: 

●£59.99 for 26 issues
●£47.50 for 20 issues

Most Adopters have already 

been upgraded from quarterly 

TEST:  Term length, price point 

and discount:

●£59.99 for 26 issues 

●£47.50 for 20 issues

●£61.75 for 26 issues

A combination of long term biannual subs 

and quarterly subs upgraded in 2015 price 

rise. Low price sensitivity. Huge cohort.

TEST: Existing price points and amounts 

of increase

● Various annual increases of

£15-25 based on current rate

Less than two years of subscription Two to four years of subscription Four years plus

The Week Cohorts



Ease of use and auto-enrolled 

offers.  Passive uptake versus  active 

cancellation. Use defaults as 

preferred options.

Present offers as loyalty 

bonuses and high rewards for 

customer retention. Highlight 

per issue vs annual savings. 

Position offers as socially 

acceptable and preferred for 

consumers. Subscribers 

encouraged to adopt similar 

behaviour to others. 

Use procrastination and 

long deadlines for hard 

upgrade and price 

increases. 

Richard Shotton, The Choice Factory, @rshotton

- EAST model



● Model circulation and RPC using historical results

● Forecast using LTV to justify investment - how many years to profit

● Behavioural insights - understanding different cohorts

● Balancing price against value

● Optimise recurring revenue terms for acquisition and retention

● Define triggers to cancellation and mitigate against them

● Behavioural science influencers

yield management
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